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1 Driving Tasks and Traffic Situations

All man-machine systems work to achieve a task. Therefore, task analysis is a concept of
central importance to the design and evaluation of all components constituting such a
system. This fact has led to numerous theoretical approaches and methodological
procedures for task analysis in occupational psychology, ergonomics and human factors
(Drury et al., 1987; Vicente, 1999). In road traffic research, however, systematic approaches
to the analysis of the driving task are relatively rare. Especially today, where new
technologies are going to redesign the task of car driving, it will be most important to
recognize and describe the processes necessary for a safe and effective conduct of the
driving task. A common practice among road traffic researchers is to split up routes and
situations into “driving tasks” a posteriori, after driver behaviour had been observed. Those
earmarked classifications certainly are never complete and do not allow for the
generalisation of results. Nevertheless, there are some approaches using more systematic
and fundamental procedures. A summarizing assessment of these procedures has been
compiled by Fastenmeier & Gstalter (1991) by order of the EU-commission.

The main focus of this paper is on the presentation of a new procedure for driving task
analysis and driver requirement assessment (SAFE: Situational analysis of behavioural
requirements of driving tasks), which is explained shortly in its main features and in its fields
of application. One of these applications is derived from the compilation of mental and
psychomotor requirements of complex and risky subtasks, thus defining driver information
needs to be the basis for the development of driver assistance systems. A second application
has the focus on using this task analytic procedure for the purpose of a risk-benefit analysis
of a given driver assistance system. Finally it is shortly demonstrated, that driver errors can
be derived from the single behavioural requirements of the SAFE-analysis and that the
results of this analysis are a good predictor of actual driver behaviour.

In analogy to industrial task analysis, it proved to be useful to divide driving behaviour into
sequential parts called “driving tasks” and to postulate a corresponding section of the traffic
system: the road traffic situation. A successful requirements analysis of car driving supposes
a meaningful relation between the two concepts of road traffic situation and driving task.
Now, what is a road traffic situation? At first, a description using spatial and physical factors
seems to be appropriate, i.e. a traffic engineering definition. Indeed, many technical
classifications of road characteristics do exist. Such taxonomies usually differentiate using
attributes of traffic sites like road dimensions, traffic regulation and local characteristics of
the site or its surroundings. These descriptions of the physical nature of objective traffic
conditions do not meet the requirements for an analysis of driving behaviour in a situational
context. This is among other things documented by the fact, that different traffic sites may
originate similar behaviour patterns of drivers, and vice versa similar physical attributes may
lead to different driver reactions and clusters of strain.
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We therefore define a road traffic situation as the environment of the man-machine system
driver-vehicle from the drivers´ perspective, following v.Benda (1977). A road traffic
situation is a bounded section from traffic reality that the driver experiences as a unit in time
and space. The end of a situation or the beginning of the next one, respectively, originates
from changes in the environment (e.g. road widens or it starts to rain), or if the driver
finishes an interaction (e.g. a junction has been passed) and thus enters a new traffic
situation. The definition of situations thus still contains elements of road infrastructure and
traffic regulations, but it also includes the subjective perception of the driver, his
“redefinition” (Hackman, 1970, p.210) of the objective setting (“from the drivers`
perspective”). This had been reached by creating a subjective road categorization. The
object of classification was the possible visual input in the field of view of the driver who
observes a traffic situation. For this purpose v.Benda presented numerous road traffic scenes
to different samples of subjects, who had to select the most relevant dimensions of these
scenes; v.Benda elaborated this concept – and represents the most crucial task-qua-task
approach – and ended up with a complex taxonomy including some three million different
traffic situations, classified according to the subjects’ selections and labelled in traffic
engineering terms. In order to apply this taxonomy to practical purposes Fastenmeier (1995)
modified the original version to a new classification scheme, which is constructed as a
modular system to be easily adapted to the respective purpose of an investigation. For an
exact description the different road traffic situations and the categories “highway type” and
“type of junction and junction control” are combined as the basic coding unit (more details in
Fastenmeier & Gstalter, 2007). 

2 Situational Analysis of Behavioural Requirements in Driving
Tasks: The SAFE-Approach

Recently a new method for driving task analysis and driver requirement assessment has
been developed (SAFE: Situative Anforderungsanalyse von Fahraufgaben, Fastenmeier &
Gstalter, 2003), and applied in different contexts. Figure 1 shows the structure of SAFE with
its driving task classification and the analysis of behavioural requirements. In this section the
principal ideas and procedural steps of SAFE are introduced and shortly described. It starts
with a precise definition of the road traffic situation under investigation, derives a driving
task and then analyses this task by using a procedure based on a model of human
information processing. The central result of the analysis is a compilation of all requirements
that have to be fulfilled by the driver to correctly cope with the given task; i.e. it represents
an operationalisation of driver behaviour as it should be, or a target level of task
accomplishment. This description of a normative behaviour will, of course, often differ from
actual observable driver behaviour, as the third example in Paragraph 3 demonstrates.

To start with, a classification of driving tasks is needed to define the units of measurement
for the subsequent requirements’ analysis format. This is done by means of the classification
system of road traffic situations mentioned above, which reflects traffic engineering
characteristics of traffic situations as well as the visual input of the driver. Navigational and
control tasks are combined to the category “Basic driving tasks”: these tasks occur in all
kinds of traffic situations and have to be regarded as continuous tasks shaped by situational
aspects which have to be defined precisely and attached to the task to be analysed. The
basic task on the navigational level is to find and reach a defined destination which has to
correspond with adequate guidance performance, including choice of lane, lane changes and
turning manoeuvres. On the control level the two main tasks are steering and speed control,
including horizontal and vertical shaping. Further continuous tasks are: supervision of car
conditions (e.g. reactions on displayed information), self-assessment of driver state (e.g.
fatigue) and control of selective attention (observation of driving path and oncoming traffic;
searching for potential hazards; looking backwards, checking traffic control, attending to and
meeting traffic rules, ignoring distractions). 
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Figure 1: Structure of SAFE

Independent from the specifics of the respective basic driving tasks, all tasks can be divided
into three groups, reflecting differences at the guidance level. The main distinction is
between longitudinal tasks and tasks at intersections, following a similar distinction of
McKnight and Adams (1970a, 1970b) in “tasks related to road conditions” vs. “tasks related
to roadway characteristics”. For both sets predefined classification systems by the authors of
this article exist (Fastenmeier & Gstalter, 2002). Finally, a category of “Other driving tasks”
has been determined: special situations or tasks which can be optionally modelled with the
tasks in longitudinal traffic or at intersections, respectively. These tasks include crossing
traffic apart from intersections (e.g. railway crossings), driving in special surroundings (e.g.
tunnels, car parks), special situations such as police car approaching and driving under
special sight- and weather conditions (e.g. snow, night-time). 

Both for the work with the requirement analysis procedure and for the practical use of the
results it proved necessary to have a reference to the spatial layout of the traffic site under
consideration. So it is possible to cross-reference which part of the driving task has to be
dealt with in which part of the intersection and it provides a clear definition of the subtask to
be handled by the driver in each segment of the traffic site. For this purpose, a traffic site is
divided into segments, which can be defined e.g. by the geometric intersection layout, and
which have to be passed in succession. Then, the first step of the procedure is to divide a
given driving task (e.g. left turning in a T-junction of a defined type) into subtasks, which are
appointed to the segments of the traffic site. Finally, the time structure of the subtasks is
determined.

The aim of analysing driving task demands is to combine task characteristics with
behavioural requirements, i.e. it is necessary to specify the mental and psychomotor
performance of the driver in accomplishing the driving task. Thus, we have to take a model
of human information-processing as a conceptual framework in order to exactly define all
steps and phases of information-processing necessary on part of the driver. Unfortunately,
an appropriate and specific road traffic related model with a good fit to driving task analysis
does not exist. Therefore, we tried to link two groups of theoretical notions: models of
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human information intake and -processing and models of car driving. Rasmussen’s model of
information-processing (Rasmussen, 1986), which has been proven to be heuristically fruitful
in many human factors applications, serves as a starting point.

For each subtask an analysis format is used, that organizes different requirements into
perception, expectation, judgement, memory, decision and driver action. In a next step,
typical driver errors are appointed to the subtasks. Afterwards the information gathered in
the analysis procedure is compressed to ratings of the complexity and risk included in each
subtask. After the crucial subtasks of a driving task have been determined, a list of those
requirements that led to that rating can be compiled. 

3 Examples of applications of SAFE

This section gives three examples of applications of the SAFE method. The first follows
automatically as the last chapter of SAFE compiles a list of critical task requirements for
subtasks with high complexity or high risk. This application was the proper occasion for the
development of SAFE, the idea being to substitute the often technology-driven introduction
of electronical devices in cars by an approach focusing on real driver (information) needs.
The second example originates from the idea of using a task analytic approach for risk-
benefit assessments of advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). The last example shows
how driver errors can be derived as deviations from correct or normative behaviour as
outlined in a SAFE-analysis, followed by field studies to compare normative to observed
behaviour for different groups of drivers in various driving tasks (Gstalter & Fastenmeier,
2005).

3.1 Driver information needs as basis for the development of ADAS

For the first example,  we shall choose a T-junction, where the driver has to give way and to
turn left as a driving task. Figure 2 shows the segmentation of the traffic site. The analytical
unit for the analysis of behavioural requirements is the subtask level; the driving task
therefore has to be decomposed into subtasks. The segmentation of the traffic site in Figure
2 can be used as a frame of reference for the definition of the subtasks. Subtasks normally
do not exceed segment borders, but usually each segment will include several subtasks.

For the example of segment 1 the list of subtasks (ST) derived is as follows:

ST1.1: Recognize approaching a junction

ST1.2: Recognize type of junction (T-Junction)

ST1.3: Left turn allowed?

ST1.4: Recognize regulation of priority

ST1.5: Signal driving direction

ST1.6: Notice other traffic participants in the approach to the junction.
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Figure 2: Segmentation (S1-S4) of a T-Junction of type C4.2-C4.2-K4

In total, SAFE proves five subtasks to be risky or highly complex. In the first segment, the
last subtask 1.6 labelled “Notice other traffic participants in the approach to the junction”
reveals a high value of complexity (but no increased risk value). To learn why this subtask
has been given a high complexity rating, you can go back into the analysis and list those
requirements, whose assessment led to the estimate. A short list results, if you stick to those
requirements, that had been rated as needing conscious processing or are  time-critical or
high accuracy requirements. In search for potential to facilitate the driving subtask, you can
go through every item on the list and think of measures rooted in driver training, highway
design improvements or ADAS. These lists accurately tell the system designer, which
requirements need assistance and when and where system functions should give information
to the driver or intervene.

The following requirements led to a high complexity rating for subtask 1.6
“Notice other traffic participants in the approach to the junction”:

– Search and discover pedestrians/bicyclists in front, right, left and lateral

– Search and discover obstacles that may mask vulnerable road users

– Expect that a car ahead stops

– Expect an oncoming vehicle to approach too close to the middle of the carriageway

– Expect pedestrians and cyclists to cross

– Expect that traffic participants emerge from hidden areas

– Be ready to compensate for errors of other traffic participants

– Store and retrieve time-space patterns in front and lateral

– Increased attention needed

– Check thoroughly: close ahead, front right, front left, lateral, sequences of glances needed.
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3.2 SAFE as a risk-benefit assessment tool for ADAS

Until now there is no satisfying method to identify and assess the advantages and risks of
new driver assistance systems, especially preceding the construction of prototypes and their
use in simulator or field trials. For an early evaluation, even at a developmental stage of a
system design, task analysis should be a candidate method, because ADAS clearly are
intended to change the drivers` task and as an implication will also change the nature of the
mental and psychomotor requirements of the driver. Therefore, SAFE was tested as a risk-
benefit assessment tool for ADAS in the RESPONSE2-project (Deliverable D2
Final_05[1].02.2005 gives the detailed results). Now, only a brief summary and an
exemplary piece of data can be given to indicate how the idea is put to work and what kind
of results are generated by the procedure.

The driving task under consideration was the approach to a signalised intersection, in which
the driver had to turn left. The system components to be checked consisted of a navigation
component, a lane adviser, a lane change assistant, a steering support function and a red
light assistant. We restrict ourselves here to a short view on changes in complexity and risk
of the subtasks including a navigation component and the lane adviser in the approach. The
navigation components were a display showing a traffic light symbol 500 m before the
intersection; simultaneously a voice announced “please turn left at the next traffic light”.
Later “please change to the left lane” is announced and the message is supported by a
visualisation in the display. The modelled driver is thought of as an experienced one but
without local traffic knowledge.

Figure 3: Segmentation of the driving task with driver assistance system
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Two complete runs of SAFE had to be conducted without vs. with the system components.
The segments giving the appointment of the subtasks to the road geometry changed
between the runs, but the structure of the subtasks remained unchanged (see Figure 2), so
that a complexity and a risk comparison of all subtasks could be administered. Table 2
compares the complexity estimates between the two conditions.

Table 2: Assessment of task complexity without (first row) and with (second row) the driver
assistance system for the navigation subtasks

    Element

Subtasks

Sum of
requirements 

% of
Conscious
Processes 

Time
pressure

Accuracy Complexity
rating

ST 0.1
Recognize
approaching a
junction

10
6

80
50 low

ST 0.2
Recognize
necessity of
turning left in
the junction

10
4 50 yes

no
yes
no

medium
low

ST 1.1
Recognize that
junction is
regulated by
traffic lights

7
6

71
83 low

ST 1.2
Left turn
allowed ?

9
7

78
71

yes
no

medium
low

ST 1.3
Recognize
necessity of
changing to left
lane

10
6

60
50

yes
no low

The influence of the system components is obvious: The medium complex subtasks are
much easier with the system, all subtasks are rated low in complexity. This is caused by
several factors: time pressure has been reduced considerably by the early announcement of
the junction. The navigation task thus can be dealt without time-trouble, whereas without
the system the vanishing point of the advanced direction sign serves as a deadline for the
intake of the relevant navigation information. The same holds true for subtask 1.3: The
necessity of changing to the left lane is announced in time, so that the lane changing
manoeuvre can be initiated earlier. For subtask 0.2 the necessity of being very accurate is
not given any more because of the redundancy of the speech announcement with the
display and additional later possibilities to check the turning direction at the junction again
with the help of road signs and pavement markings. Another cause of the change in
complexity estimates can be found in the decreased number of mental requirements by
using the assistance functions. This is true for all chapters of the requirements analysis
except “car handling” (because reading the display becomes an additional source of
information in some cases). There is also a tendency of a lowered ratio of
conscious/unconscious processing, the system features not only lowering the number of
subtasks but also making the remaining subtasks simpler than before. In total, the
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complexity of the subtasks related to the navigation task and its translation into the guidance
level of driving (decision of lane changing) is rated considerably lower with the system.

We check for differences in the risk estimates now, limiting our scope to the probability of
accident occurrence, because the severity of an accident happening would not differ with or
without the system. Table 3 compares the risks rated with and without the system for the
navigation subtasks.

Table 3: Comparison of the accident probability without (first row) and with (second row) the
driver assistance system for the navigation subtasks

    Element

Subtasks

Errors Conflict
expectations

Sum of errors
and conflict

expectations

Risk

Monitor

Time
Pressure

Probability of
Occurrence

ST 0.1
Recognize
approaching a
junction

1 low

ST 0.2
Recognize
necessity of
turning left in the
junction

yes

no

low

ST 1.1
Recognize that
junction is
regulated by
traffic lights

2

1

2

1

low

ST 1.2
Left turn allowed ?

2 2 yes

no

medium

low

ST 1.3
Recognize
necessity of
changing to left
lane

2

0

2

0

yes

no

medium

low

The risk estimates point in the same direction as the complexity ones did: the subtasks lose
some of their risk potential because of the reduction of time pressure. Another gain in safety
can be expected from the lowered probability of typical errors usually related to the
subtasks, e.g. the errors “wrong lane” and “lane change too late” in subtask 1.3 are not
expected to occur any more in a critical frequency. The columns “Conflict expectation” and
“risk monitor” stay empty for the assessed subtasks; they are added nevertheless to show
the entire evaluation format.

In total, the experience of testing SAFE as a tool in risk-benefit analysis was very positive.
SAFE has been able to demonstrate system effectiveness in terms of shifts in comfort and
safety. But effects not only show up in the compressed ratings, but explicitly in the entries to
the requirements analysis itself. System benefits thus can be listed precisely and appointed
to the spatial and temporal structure of the driving task. This very explicit description of
tasks and requirements may predispose the method to be a valuable conceptual tool in
discussing the task allocation between the driver and ADAS in a design team. In our opinion
it would be worth trying to use SAFE as an iterative design tool in a team working on a new
system.
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3.3 Comparison of normative task description with actual driving
behaviour

The last example draws attention to another useful feature of normative task analysis: Once
correct driving behaviour in a given task has been operationalised, deviations from that
behaviour can be defined as errors and results of observations of drivers in field studies can
be compared to the SAFE-requirements. This has been done in a study of 18 different
intersections on an inner-city test route with 62 drivers in an instrumented car (Gstalter &
Fastenmeier, 2005). Error data clearly differentiated between driving tasks and age groups
of drivers (e.g. elderly drivers showing significantly more errors than the reference groups).
But the most important result in concern of the SAFE-methods´ future potential – and what
to some extent could be viewed as one possible type of validation of the procedure – was
the match between the complexity and risk assessment from the analysis and the error data
from the field study: Whenever SAFE predicted difficulties, high error scores could be
observed (Figure 3). The vast majority of these errors could be explained by the high task
load in difficult tasks (example shown for segments 1-3 in Figure 3); i.e. they were errors
and lapses, but not violations, according to the Driver Behaviour Questionnaire-nomenclature
(Reason et al., 1990). But drivers also deviated from normative behaviour as compiled by
SAFE in easier and less risky tasks (e.g. in segment 4 of the example of Figure 3). Typically,
most of these “errors” could be termed violations, representing arbitrary deviations from
correct driver behaviour such as inadequate acceleration and high velocities. 

(Inadequate speeding
Perseverence on right of way
Low guarding to rear)

Inadequate acceleration
Inaccurate lane use while turning
Unassertive clearing

Speed too fast
Speed oscillating
Inadequate deceleration
Inaccurate lane use in queueing space
Persistent following
Does not use queueing space
Unassertive clearing
Too far into crossing traffic
Other signing errors
Too far into pedestrian/cycle crossing
Impedes pedestrians/cyclists
Low guarding to the rear/left/lateral
Inadequate glance sequences

Speed too fast
Low guarding to lateral/right space
Inadequate glance sequences(Brackets = Violations)

Figure 4: Prediction of subtasks with high complexity and risk by SAFE and actual driving
behaviour with respective errors (field study on inner-city junctions with n=62 subjects)
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4 Conclusions

We have presented a new approach which combines the notions of task and requirement
analysis and is based on a complete taxonomy of road traffic situations. SAFE could give a
theoretical and methodological framework for analysing safe driver behaviour in different
contexts. One of its advantages lies in the broad range of its applicability: The method can
be used for the analysis of every driving task without any modifications. 

All models of driver behaviour stress the central role of the driving task, especially its degree
of task demand or complexity (see e.g. Fuller…). With SAFE a method has been established
that allows the identification of those elements of the task leading to more or less complexity
and objective risk in any driving task and also arrives at quantitative measurements of these
dimensions. This could be a valuable step in the study of the relationships between crucial
variables in road traffic safety, e.g. between objective and subjective risks, complexity and
risk, complexity and speed etc. Besides, SAFE gives a descriptive system of road traffic
situations, that could be of help in the construction of test routes both for field and simulator
studies, and a more situation specific computation and interpretation of results. 

In addition to its potential for a stronger structuring of the traffic environment in research
and practice, the results of the method can be of immediate utility both on the subtask level
and on the level of the whole driving task as a unit for consideration. On the subtask level,
detailed information about potential problems and their possible solutions can be achieved
and applied to questions of training, highway design or in-vehicle assistance systems. On the
task level, interesting comparisons between different traffic engineering solutions become
possible, e.g. which kind of regulation on a junction minimises task demand and/or objective
risk or, does a roundabout under consideration require more or less information processing
capacity than another solution, etc.?

Another utilization of SAFE lies in the fact that driver errors now can be defined as deviations
from a well defined correct behaviour. 
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